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Abstract

Lombard and Clear speech represent two acoustically and perceptually distinct speaking styles that humans employ to increase
intelligibility. For Lombard speech, increased spectral energy in a band spanning the range of formants is consistent, effectively
augmenting loudness, while vowel space expansion is exhibited in Clear speech, indicating greater articulation. On the other
hand, analyses in the first part of this work illustrate that Clear speech does not exhibit significant spectral energy boosting, nor
does the Lombard effect invoke an expansion of vowel space. Accordingly, though these two acoustic phenomena are largely
attributed with the respective intelligibility gains of the styles, present analyses would suggest that they are mutually exclusive in
human speech production. However, these phenomena can be used to inspire signal processing algorithms that seek to exploit and
ultimately compound their respective intelligibility gains, as is explored in the second part of this work. While Lombard-inspired
spectral shaping has been shown to successfully increase intelligibility, Clear speech-inspired modifications to expand vowel space
are rarely explored. With this in mind, the latter part of this work focuses mainly on a novel frequency warping technique that
is shown to achieve vowel space expansion. The frequency warping is then incorporated into an established Lombard-inspired
Spectral Shaping method that pairs with dynamic range compression to maximize speech audibility (SSDRC). Finally, objective
and subjective evaluations are presented in order to assess and compare the intelligibility gains of the different styles and their
inspired modifications.
© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1.  Introduction

In real-world communications, speakers and listeners are often immersed in noisy environments that influence both
speech production and intelligibility. When faced with adverse communication conditions, human beings physically
alter their manner of speaking in order to make their speech more intelligible. For example, humans adopt “Lombard”
or “Clear” speaking styles, depending respectively on whether or not they are immersed in a noisy environment. Just
as humans adopt their speech production to increase intelligibility, speech enhancement techniques seek to modify the
speech signal in order to make it more intelligible for human listeners. With growing numbers of applications using
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speech technologies in commercial (e.g., mobile telephone, GPS, customer service systems), military (e.g., Air Force,
Ground troop relays) and medical (e.g., assisted-speech) contexts, modifications that help “speaking-devices” to be
more intelligible (and consequently, relevant) are currently in high demand. Considering the intelligibility gains of
the human speaking styles, acoustic phenomena observed in Lombard and Clear speech can be used to inspire speech
signal modifications for intelligibility enhancement. Indeed, this is the approach adopted in the present work.

Though Lombard and Clear speech are both highly intelligible, the styles are perceptually and acoustically distinct.
To begin with, the “Lombard” effect refers to the ways in which humans reflexively modify their speech when speaking
in a noisy environment (Lombard, 1911). Perceptually, Lombard speech can be described as “tense” and “loud,”
with increased vocal effort. Compared its “normal” counterpart, Lombard speech incorporates many prosodic and
segmental acoustic-phonetic modifications (Summers et al., 1988; Hanley and Steer, 1949; Dreher and O’Neill, 1957;
Junqua, 1993; Womack and Hansen, 1996; Garnier et al., 2006; Lu and Cooke, 2008, 2009; Lu, 2009; Davis and
Kim, 2012). Observations from these Lombard-related works include: decreased speaking rate, increased pitch, higher
energy, decreased spectral tilt or spectral “flattening,” as well as formant shifts particularly for F1 and F2, formant
bandwidth reduction and vowel-to-consonant energy re-distribution. Among these observations, the Lombard increase
in intelligibility has been shown to be largely attributed to spectral modifications (Lu and Cooke, 2009), particularly
increased spectral energy in an inclusive formant band or, otherwise stated, a decreased spectral “tilt.”

Alternatively to the Lombard effect, “Clear” speech strategies are adopted when a speaker in a quiet environment
addresses a listener facing a communication barrier. Perceptually, Clear speech can be described as overly or extremely
articulated speech, with an increased effort to distinguish between sounds, often involving slowing down the speaking
rate. Unlike the Lombard reflex, “Clear” speech is the result of an active communication strategy that can vary from
speaker-to-speaker. Nonetheless, a variety of such strategies have been analysed in many works and certain common
characteristics have emerged (Picheny et al., 1986, 1989; Krause and Braida, 2004a,b; Drullman et al., 1994a,b; Hazan
and Simpson, 1996; Hazan and Markham, 2004; Hazan and Baker, 2010, 2011; Bradlow et al., 2003; Ferguson and
Kewley-Port, 2002, 2007; Liu, 2006; Amano-Kusumoto and Hosom, 2011). Specifically, compared to “casual” or
“conversational” speech, Clear speech has been shown to exhibit: decreased speaking rate (with increased vowel
duration and longer, more frequent pauses), increased pitch, increased consonant energy, expanded vowel space (with
corresponding F1 and F2 shifts), spectral flattening or increased energy at higher frequencies and increased modulation
depth in the temporal signal envelope. Of these modifications, it appears that the spectral flattening and especially vowel
space expansion are among the most influential phenomena (Amano-Kusumoto and Hosom, 2011).

While Lombard and Clear speech have individually been well-studied in the literature, the styles are rarely addressed
simultaneously. One exception adopting a similar approach to this work can be found in Skowronski and Harris (2006),
in which commonalities between the two styles in terms of energy re-distribution between voiced and unvoiced parts
of speech are exploited in developing speech intelligibility enhancement algorithms. Unlike Skowronski and Harris
(2006), the present work focuses on spectral phenomena observed in Lombard and Clear speech. First, the same
acoustic analyses are applied to distinct Lombard-normal and Clear-casual corpora in an effort to highlight significant
properties of the styles and compare corresponding observations. As can be discerned from the discussions above,
previous studies have mentioned varying degrees of spectral flattening associated with Clear speech and formant
shifts for the Lombard effect. However, the relative extent of these modifications has not been compared between
the two styles. While the corpora in this work are distinct, the analyses and processing are common and key obser-
vations are drawn in comparing statistics of each intelligible style with its respective counterpart, thus remaining
consistent within each corpus. Consequently, analyses in the present work take initial steps towards merging studies
of Lombard and Clear speech. Nonetheless, the underlying questions ultimately concern how to exploit the spec-
tral characteristics observed in Lombard and Clear speech in designing algorithms for speech signal intelligibility
enhancement.

Generally, speech modifications for intelligibility enhancement can be classified into several groups. First, there
are techniques to enhancing intelligibility that exploit audio and signal properties, such as the amplitude compression
scheme in Niederjohn and Grotelueschen (1976), dynamic range compression in Blesser (1969) and a method for peak-
to-rms reduction in Quatieri and McAulay (1991). Second, certain speech intelligibility enhancement methods focus on
speech-in-noise and exploit knowledge of the noise masker, such as the optimizations based on a speech intelligibility
index in Sauert and Vary (2006) and the glimpse proportion maximization in Tang and Cooke (2011). Third, in the
context of text-to-speech synthesis, adaptation approaches have been explored to increase intelligibility, as in Langner
and Black (2005) and Raitio et al. (2011). Fourth, certain techniques aim to study the impact of particular acoustic
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features of speech with respect to a given speech style. For example, the role of spectral modifications and fundamental
frequency was examined for Lombard speech in Lu and Cooke (2009). For Clear speech, the relative intelligibility
impact of several acoustic features was similarly examined in Krause and Braida (2004a,b). Moreover, several speech
intelligibility enhancement approaches combine methods from above, such as the glimpse proportion maximization
for HMM-based text-to-speech synthesis in Valentini-Botinhao et al. (2011). Finally, an extensive evaluation of the
intelligibility of a variety of methods was recently carried out and described in Cooke et al. (2013). Emerging as the
most successful modification from this challenge was the combination of Lombard-like Spectral Shaping (SS) and
audio enhancement with dynamic range compression (DRC) proposed in Zorila et al. (2012). This SSDRC is used
both as a starting-block and comparative standard for the modifications examined in this work.

Combining aspects of many of the above groups, the approach to intelligibility enhancement adopted here draws upon
the human Lombard and Clear speaking style analyses for inspiration. At the same time, the techniques developed
are speaker- and style-independent in that they can be applied generally to any speech signal, without requiring
statistical learning or classification. Specifically, in combining established Lombard-inspired spectral shaping and
audio-enhancement techniques proven to increase intelligibility (namely SSDRC, Zorila et al., 2012) with a novel Clear-
speech inspired method for vowel space expansion, this work ultimately explores a generalized, “all-encompassing”
effort for speech intelligibility improvement, albeit grounded in analyses of human speaking styles. In this respect, one
motivation is to then examine if simultaneously mimicking the seemingly exclusive and distinct spectral phenomena,
respectively spectral energy band boosting and vowel space expansion, compounds their respective intelligibility
gains. Finally, the intelligibility impact of this overall approach and its corresponding modifications is evaluated
objectively via an extended speech intelligibility index and subjectively through listening tests. Key observations and
comparisons between the Lombard and Clear speech, along with their inspired modifications, highlight important
aspects of the human speaking styles on their own and in relation to the proposed signal processing enhancement
methods.

The structure of this article is as follows. First, the acoustic analyses of Lombard and Clear speech are presented
in Section 2, specifically examining the average relative spectra followed by the vowel spaces. Distinctions between
the Lombard and Clear styles are highlighted and their corresponding links to perceptual qualities and intelligibility
are discussed. Following observations in Section 2, Section 3 then presents speech modifications aiming to improve
intelligibility. The established spectral shaping (SS), along with dynamic range compression, is briefly described and
then the novel approach to expand vowel space via frequency warping is detailed. Section 4 then presents objective
and subjective evaluations that first examine the intelligibility of the different styles, followed by the impact of their
respective modifications. Finally, Section 5 concludes and offers perspectives for future work.

2.  Acoustic  analyses  of  speaking  styles

The following section applies the same acoustic analyses to distinct and well-established Lombard-normal (Cooke
et al., 2006) and Clear-casual (Hazan and Baker, 2010, 2011) corpora. The goal is to briefly highlight significant
spectral characteristics within each corpora and, more importantly, to examine differences in the observations for each
intelligible style (Lombard, Clear) with respect to its counterpart (normal, casual).

2.1.  Speech  data

The Lombard (and normal) speech data is from the Grid corpora presented in Cooke et al. (2006) and Lu and Cooke
(2008, 2009). The sentences have a simple 6-word structure (e.g., “place red in G 9 soon”), as defined in the Grid
multi-talker speech corpus (Cooke et al., 2006). Each sentence was read and recorded both in quiet conditions (normal)
and while the speaker listened through headphones to speech-shaped noise at a 96dB level (Lombard). The corpus
recording and processing is detailed in Lu (2009). The Lombard speech corresponding to the highest noise level (i.e.,
Ninf96) in Lu and Cooke (2008, 2009) was selected so that the Lombard acoustic-phonetic characteristics would be
most apparent. For the analyses in this work, 50 sentences per speaker, from 8 British English speakers (4 male, 4
female) are examined. The speech sampling rate is 16 kHz, downsampled from 25 kHz.

The Clear (and casual) speech data is from the read speech of the LUCID database (Hazan and Baker, 2010).
Speakers were asked to read meaningful and syntactically simple sentence in two ways: (1) “casually as if talking to a
friend,” (2) “clearly as if talking to someone who is hearing impaired.” The recording procedure and processing of the
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corpus is described in more detail in Hazan and Baker (2011). In Hazan and Baker (2010) and Hazan and Baker (2011),
it was shown that read clear speech is exaggerated compared to spontaneous clear speech. Thus, acoustic–phonetic
differences of the read clear speech are more readily observable. For the analyses in this work, 50 distinct sentences
per speaker, from 8 (Southern) British English speakers (4 male, 4 female) are examined. The speech sampling rate is
16 kHz, downsampled from 44.1 kHz.

2.2.  Average  relative  spectra

The most significant spectral trait attributed with the intelligibility gain of Lombard speech is a boosting of spectral
energy in a frequency region spanning the range of formants, sometimes referred to as a flattening of the amplitude
spectrum (Summers et al., 1988; Lu and Cooke, 2009; Godoy and Stylianou, 2012). Spectral energy boosting in given
frequency bands or tilt changes have also been attributed with intelligibility gains of Clear speech (Krause and Braida,
2004b; Amano-Kusumoto and Hosom, 2011). The following analyses explicitly examine the differences in spectral
energy distributions of Lombard/Clear speech with respect to their normal/casual counterparts, specifically via the
average relative amplitude spectra (Krause and Braida, 2004b; Godoy and Stylianou, 2012).

First, the speech signal analysis is pitch-asynchronous (using a 30 ms Hanning window and a 10 ms step) and
DFT-based with an FFT length of 2048, while the spectral envelope of each frame is estimated by a “true” envelope of
cepstral order 48 (Roebel and Rodet, 2005). Moreover, sentences from the respective corpora are rms-normalized such
that the unmodified normal and casual speech each have maximal dynamic range for a 16 bit wav file. The Lombard
and Clear speech sentences are then normalized to have the same rms energy as their normal and casual counterparts.
In this way, the normalization steps adjust for overall energy differences between styles and their counterparts.

The “relative spectrum” for each speaker is then defined as the log-difference between the average Lombard/Clear
and average normal/casual spectral envelopes, calculated using all frames. As in Godoy and Stylianou (2012), the
DC component of this difference is removed in order to avoid a constant bias related to frame energy. This DC
component would simply shift the relative spectrum up or down by a constant amount, without altering the overall
curve shape. Explicitly, the relative spectrum is defined as follows. Let SY

n (f  ) represent the spectral envelope for frame
n of the condition Y, either Lombard or Clear. The condition X  then represents either normal or casual, according to
the Y  counterpart. The spectral envelope SY

n (f  ) is the true envelope parameterized by the discrete cepstral coefficients
�cY
n =  cY (i),  i =  0,  .  . ., P  and the order P  is 48. The average spectral envelope for the condition Y over a total of NY

frames is then given by

SY (f  ) = 1

NY

NY∑
n=1

SY
n (f  ) (1)

The cepstral coefficients parametrizing SY (f  ) are represented by �cY
n =  cY (i),  i =  0,  . . .P . The relative (R) spectra,

SR(f), is then defined as the spectral envelope generated from �cR:

cR(i) =
{

cY (i) −  cX(i) i =  1,  . .  ., P

0 i =  0
(2)

where �cX
n is calculated analogously to �cY

n and the zeroth cepstral coefficient is set to zero to remove a DC offset in the
relative log magnitude spectrum.

The average relative spectra for the Lombard-normal and Clear-casual cases are shown in Figs. 1–4, for individual
speakers as well as the overall average for the respective corpora. As expected, for the Lombard case, a consistent
trend that is evident is a boosting of energy in the 500–4500 Hz region comprising the broad frequency range in which
formants are located. This is observable across all of the speakers in Figs. 1 and 3, as well as on average in Fig. 2.
On the other hand, for the Clear-casual relative spectra, significant variation is observed across speakers in Fig. 4,
indicating that different strategies were employed. In particular, for the speakers with the most exaggerated Clear-
casual differences (M11 and F14), there appears to be an actors or speakers formant (i.e., a concentration of spectral
energy between 3 and 4 kHz, shown to be present for trained actors in Leino et al., 2011), which is an interesting
observation that merits further investigation. Nonetheless, as is evident in Figs. 1 and 2, the overall spectral energy
differences for the Clear speaking styles with respect to casual speech pale in comparison to the Lombard effect.
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Fig. 1. Relative spectra (difference between average Lombard/Clear and normal/casual spectral envelopes) for all speakers. Lombard-normal (left)
and Clear-casual (right): 1–4 are male and 5–8 are female for both corpora.

2.3.  Vowel  spaces

Increased vowel space (i.e., greater vowel discrimination) has been linked to higher speech intelligibility (Picheny
et al., 1986; Ferguson and Kewley-Port, 2002; Hazan and Markham, 2004). In particular, for Clear speech, vowel space
expansion has been shown to be one of the most evident contributors to increased speech intelligibility (Ferguson and
Kewley-Port, 2002). On the other hand, vowel space expansion or corresponding formant shifts in Lombard speech are
less evident (Junqua, 1993; Summers et al., 1988; Lu and Cooke, 2008; Garnier et al., 2006; Davis and Kim, 2012).
The following analyses examine and compare the vowel spaces for both speaking styles.

The vowel spaces in this work have been generated in a novel way, described as follows. First, in order to isolate
the vowel instances in both the Lombard (Grid) and Clear (LUCID) corpora, all of the speech was segmented using an
HTK-based audio-to-text aligner. No manual corrections were performed. For each vowel instance, formant analysis
is performed using the Praat algorithm exploiting the Burg estimation method (Boersma and Weenink, 2010). The
representative pair of F1 and F2 values for each vowel instance is then taken as the values at the center of the speech
segment. For each vowel, the mean over all of the vowel instances is trimmed, with 95% of the data kept, in order to
limit the influence of potential outliers. Then, the convex hull (i.e., a polygon fit that encompasses all of the data points)
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Fig. 2. Average relative spectra for all speakers and all frames in each corpus.
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Fig. 3. Lombard-normal: relative spectra for each speaker.

is calculated in order to represent the vowel space area, as it effectively captures the maximal area that the points in
the vowel space span.

Fig. 5 shows the vowel spaces calculated using all of the vowel instances for all of the speakers in the indicated
corpora, while Figs. 6 and 7 show the vowel spaces for the individual speakers. Additionally, Table 1 indicates the
convex hull vowel space areas for the overall average plot in Fig. 5 as well as the average of the male (M) and female
(F) speakers for each style. It is apparent from Fig. 5 and Table 1 that the Clear speech vowel space area is expanded
with respect to that of the casual, while this is not the case for the Lombard speech (i.e., the Lombard vowel space
is not expanded). Moreover, in Fig. 7, the vowel space expansion for Clear speech is consistent across speakers, with
the convex hull shape and orientation also remaining largely intact. Conversely, for the Lombard case in Fig. 6, the
convex hull shape, area, and orientation are more erratic. One consistent observation for the Lombard speech, however,
is an increased F1, as has been reported previously in the literature. An increased F1 is also related to the increase

Table 1
Average vowel space area (×105 Hz2) determined by the convex hull, given for all speakers as well as for male (M) and female (F) speakers
separately.

Normal Lombard Casual Clear

ALL 1.78 1.78 2.32 3.93
M 1.10 1.25 1.16 2.44
F 2.50 2.25 3.58 5.15
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Fig. 4. Clear-casual: relative spectra for each speaker.

in fundamental frequency that is part of the Lombard effect (Lu and Cooke, 2008). However, it has been shown that
increases in fundamental frequency do not yield intelligibility gains (Lu and Cooke, 2008). Ultimately, examining the
trends in Fig. 5, the shifts in F1 and F2 observed for Lombard and Clear speech (with respect to their normal and casual
counterparts) can be described respectively as a translation  and expansion  of the vowel spaces.
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Fig. 5. Average vowel spaces: Lombard and normal speech (left), Clear and casual speech (right). The trimmed mean of F1 and F2 for each vowel is
calculated across all vowel instances in each corpus. The convex hull (polygon) represents the maximal vowel space area. The two styles (Lombard
and Clear) respectively produce a translation and expansion of the vowel space.
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Fig. 6. Lombard-normal vowel spaces for each speaker.

2.4.  Links  to  perceptual  traits  and  intelligibility

The observations from statistics on the acoustic properties of Lombard and Clear speech highlight distinctions of the
styles that are linked to their respective perceptual traits. First, considering the average relative spectra, the Lombard
spectral band boosting translates into “louder” speech, as shown explicitly in Godoy and Stylianou (2012). Conversely,
Clear speech does not exhibit this increase in spectral energy that augments loudness. This observation indicates that
Clear speech is a more subtle phenomena with respect to re-distributing energy across spectral bands; whereas the
Lombard effect can be seen as a more “brute-force” reflex to boost energy to increase audibility of important (formant)
information. Then considering the vowel spaces, the expansion observed for Clear speech acoustically captures the
perceived “overly” or highly articulated characteristic of the style. Whereas, for the Lombard effect, there is no
indication in the vowel space analyses of increased or more deliberate articulation.

In addition to perceptual traits, the acoustic analyses of Lombard and Clear speech can be linked to respective
intelligibility gains of the styles. The intelligibility advantage of the corpora examined in this work have been illustrated
in Lu and Cooke (2008), Koutsogiannaki et al. (2012) and Hazan and Baker (2011), for the Lombard and Clear cases
respectively. However, these studies have not examined the relative spectra and vowel spaces together, as in the
present work. Consequently, re-interpreting the reported intelligibility scores for individual speakers here, provided in
Tables 2 and 3, offers new insight.

Beginning with the Lombard speech, an overall increase of 25% in correct keyword identification was reported
over the normal speech when SSN was added at −9 dB SNR (Lu and Cooke, 2008). More specifically, considering
Table 2 and Fig. 3, there are several observations linking the relative spectra to the individual speaker intelligibility
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Fig. 7. Clear-casual vowel spaces for each speaker.

ratings. First, speaker 2 has the least intelligible Lombard speech and the relative spectra is the “flattest.” That is, the
spectral energy boosting is the smallest. Additionally, speaker 5 exhibits significant spectral energy boosting in a full
500–4500 Hz band and she is among the most intelligible speakers with a large gain in Lombard over normal speech. In
addition to the average relative spectra, there are also apparent links between the speaker intelligibility ratings in Table 2
and vowel space area shown in Fig. 6. For example, speaker 1 exhibits the largest vowel space of the male speakers
and has the most intelligible Lombard and normal speech. However, the gain of his Lombard over normal speech is the
smallest. Moreover, of the female speakers, speaker 7 has the smallest vowel space and is the least intelligible female
both for Lombard and normal speech. Finally, the above observations would indicate that the spectral energy boosting
does generally impact relative gains in speaker intelligibility and speakers with a larger vowel space tend to be more
intelligible.

Table 2
Intelligibility ratings (percent correct keyword identification) for the individual speakers in the Lombard Grid corpus, from the authors of (Lu and
Cooke, 2008; Lu, 2009). The normal and Lombard speech correspond to the “quiet” and “Ninf96” conditions referenced in Lu and Cooke (2008) and
Lu (2009). The columns correspond to the speaker and the rows in the table represent the conditions, with the last row showing the Lombard-normal
gain (difference between the first two rows).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Normal 76.9 35.0 47.3 49.6 57.7 61.5 45.0 61.9
Lombard 82.7 51.2 66.5 75.8 77.7 79.6 55.0 73.1
Gain 5.8 16.2 19.2 26.2 20.0 18.1 10.0 11.2
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Table 3
Intelligibility ratings (1 – clear, 7 – unclear) for the individual speakers examined in this work from the LUCID corpus. The ratings were calculated as
part of the work referenced in Hazan and Baker (2011). The columns correspond to the speaker and are ordered beginning with the most intelligible.
The rating for the Clear speech (VOC condition in the Diapix task) is provided.

F15 M15 F12 F14 F13 M33 M13 M11

Clear 1.9 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.8 2.8 3.15 3.8

Now considering Clear speech, the results in Koutsogiannaki et al. (2012) indicate an intelligibility score improve-
ment of about 50% over casual speech in the case of SSN at a 0 dB SNR. A more detailed study of the individual
speaker variability in the LUCID corpus (referenced in Hazan and Baker, 2011, p. 2146) provides the intelligibility
ratings given in Table 3 for the individual speakers. Examining Table 3 and Fig. 7, these quoted ratings effectively
corroborate that large vowel space and the greatest vowel space expansion yield the most intelligible speech. That is,
the female speakers are more intelligible, overall, and the speakers exhibiting the greatest expansion in vowel space
(F15 and M15) are the most intelligible. Furthermore, in the present work, while expanded vowel space is shown to
be a prominent spectral feature of the Clear speech, differences in spectral energy are less apparent. Moreover, in
comparing Fig. 4 with the quoted intelligibility ratings, these differences in spectral energy do not appear to play a
significant role in determining the speaker intelligibility, unlike the case for the Lombard speech.

3.  Speech  modifications  inspired  by  Lombard  and  Clear  styles

Underlying the acoustic analyses in this work is a motivation to enact speech modifications to increase intelligibility.
The approach to determining these modifications was to first study two speaking styles (i.e., Lombard and Clear) that
human beings employ to increase intelligibility in different contexts, depending on whether the speaker is immersed in
noise. The analyses in Section 2 indicated that there are significant, consistent acoustic modifications that are uniquely
observable in these two respective styles: spectral energy boosting to increase loudness and vowel space expansion
to increase articulation. Moreover, both of these phenomena are linked to gains in intelligibility. However, these key
acoustic features of Lombard and Clear speech appear to be mutually exclusive in human speech production, due
potentially to environmental reasons (e.g., speaker feedback) or physiological limitations.

Fortunately, signal processing algorithms are capable of enacting both of these modifications simultaneously. The
following sections respectively address these two spectral phenomena, with a particular focus on the less-commonly
explored vowel space expansion. That is, a Lombard-inspired fixed spectral gain filter from the SS in Zorila et al.
(2012) is briefly presented and discussed first. Then, inspired by Clear speech analyses, a novel approach for vowel
space expansion via frequency warping is more extensively detailed and examined.

3.1.  Lombard  speech-inspired  spectral  shaping  fixed  filter

In order to increase loudness and mimic Lombard speech, a corrective filter can be applied on normal speech, as
demonstrated in Godoy and Stylianou (2012) and Lu and Cooke (2009). The form of this corrective filter can be speaker
dependent or independent. In any case, the main shape of the filter should follow the trend observable in the form of
the overall average Lombard-normal relative spectra shown in Fig. 2. Additionally, as shown in (Godoy and Stylianou,
2012) and recalled in the left plot of Fig. 8, selecting only the most objectively intelligible Lombard speech frames in
defining this filter simply exaggerates the scale. Specifically, the left plot of Fig. 8 shows the average relative spectrum
for the (time-aligned) Lombard and normal speech in the Grid corpus, with the dashed line representing this relative
spectrum calculated using only the Lombard frames with the highest extended SII (Godoy and Stylianou, 2012) (note
that this objective metric is employed later in Section 4). This plot is shown next to the fixed filter from SS (Hr(f)),
described in Zorila et al. (2012), in Fig. 8 in order to explicitly demonstrate the shared characteristics of the filters.
Ultimately, the SS fixed filter can thus be seen as a speaker-independent, simple version of a Lombard-inspired spectral
gain. Moreover, this SS fixed filter has proven effective in an extensive evaluation of speech intelligibility enhancement
modifications (Cooke et al., 2013). Consequently, the SS from Zorila et al. (2012) will be used in this work as the
representative Lombard-inspired modification.
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Fig. 8. The Lombard-normal relative spectrum from Godoy and Stylianou (2012) (left). The SS fixed filter Hr(f) from Zorila et al. (2012) (right).

In addition to the fixed filter, the SS described in Zorila et al. (2012) and evaluated in Cooke et al. (2013) also
incorporates adaptive components, including peak-sharpening (Hs(f)) and pre-emphasis (Hp(f)) filters. However, these
adaptive filters are less dramatic compared to the fixed filter shown in Fig. 8 (Zorila et al., 2012). Furthermore, consid-
ering the time-domain, the dynamic range compression (DRC) paired with SS enhances intelligibility significantly by
decreasing the peak-to-rms ratio of the signal energy in time, effectively increasing loudness (Blesser, 1969; Quatieri
and McAulay, 1991). As the pairing of SS with DRC was shown to be highly successful at increasing intelligibility in
Cooke et al. (2013), this will be used as the baseline modification in the evaluations presented in Section 4. Accordingly,
one of the goals is then be to examine if incorporating a Clear speech-inspired frequency warping method for vowel
space expansion into SSDRC could further increase intelligibility.

3.2.  Clear  speech-inspired  frequency  warping  for  vowel  space  expansion

Unlike the Lombard-inspired spectral gain filtering, methods for vowel space expansion are rarely explored, as
reliably manipulating formants is a challenging feat discouraged by limitations in accurate formant estimation and
treatment. That said, general upwards shifts of formants (McLoughlin and Chance, 1997; Valentini-Botinhao et al.,
2011) and statistical methods for spectral envelope transformation to mirror that of Clear speech, including the vowel
space expansion, Mohammadi et al. (2012) have been explored. However, these techniques do not explicitly isolate
and evaluate the intelligibility gains of vowel space expansion. The following work focuses especially on this task,
achieving vowel space expansion via frequency warping inspired by Clear speech analyses.

Typically used in voice conversion (Valbret et al., 1992; Godoy et al., 2012; Erro et al., 2010) or speech recognition
(e.g., VTLN), frequency warping is employed here in a novel manner as a means for vowel space expansion (Godoy
et al., 2013). The appeal of frequency warping for this expansion is that it offers a way of shifting speaker formants,
while both avoiding notable speech degradations and limiting dependence on accurate formant detection. The proposed
frequency warping approach for vowel space expansion can be described in two stages.

First, inspired by the formant shifts observed in the Clear speech vowel expansion, a curve of generalized war-
ping shifts �(f) is established. Fig. 9 shows these observed Clear speech formant shifts (i.e., F1Clear −  F1casual and
F2Clear −  F2casual) alongside the inspired generalized warping shifts. The practical considerations taken into account
when generating �(f) (via several trials) included exaggerating the observed formant shifts to overcome harmonic
separation and adjusting slope to avoid F1 overlapping with F2 (Godoy et al., 2013). Overall, it is evident from Fig. 9
that the resulting shape of the generalized warping curve mirrors that observed in the casual-to-Clear F1 and F2 shifts,
especially in comparison with the piecewise polynomial fit shown with solid lines.

The second stage of the proposed frequency warping algorithm then involves sampling the �(f) curve, using detected
spectral peaks, on a frame-by-frame basis. More explicitly, the frequency warping takes the form of a filter that is applied
to the DFT amplitude spectrum of each frame. Note that, when combined with SSDRC, the frequency warping is thus
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Fig. 9. Observed formant shifts from casual to Clear speech (left). �(f) – generalized curve of exaggerated warping shifts (right).

an extra filter incorporated in the spectral shaping, as is shown explicitly later. Now, recall that the spectral envelope
from frame n  of unmodified speech is SX

n (f  ). The frequency warping filter for frame n, HW
n (f  ) is then defined as

HW
n (f  ) = SW

n (f  )

SX
n (f  )

(3)

where SW
n (f  ) is the warped spectral envelope

SW
n (f  ) =  SX

n (W−1
n (f  )) (4)

and Wn(f) is the warping function for frame n. The form of the warping function is piecewise linear, as in Godoy et al.
(2012) and Erro et al. (2010), and is given for f  ∈  [fX

n,i,  fX
n,i+1] by

Wn(f  ) =  An,if  +  Bn,i (5)

where fX
n,0 =  fW

n,0 =  150,  fX
n,Mn+1 =  fW

n,Mn+1 =  3500, and

An,i = fW
n,i+1 −  fW

n,i

fX
n,i+1 −  fX

n,i

=  �(fX
n,i+1) −  �(fX

n,i) (6)

Bn,i =  fW
n,i −  An,if

X
n,i (7)

fW
n,i =  fX

n,i +  �(fX
n,i) (8)

and fX
n,i indicates the frequency of the ith spectral envelope peak detected in frame n, i  = 1, .  .  . Mn. Note that the peaks

fX
n are detected as maxima (following a minima lower by at least 10%) of the tilt-normalized (the first two cepstral

coefficients are removed) spectral envelope. With Wn(f) defined in this way, the warping filter HW
n (f  ) is calculated

and applied to the amplitude spectrum E(f) of each frame, ensuring that vowels spaces are expanded, without need for
speech segmentation and labelling. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that the focus on overall average trends for
the vowel space expansion makes the proposed algorithm speaker-independent and thus generalized, as is shown in
the next subsection.

3.2.1. Results  of  frequency  warping  on  vowel  spaces
Fig. 10 shows the vowel space expansion resulting from the proposed method being applied to both  casual speech and

normal speech (from the Lombard corpus). The warped vowel space is generated in the same way as the normal/casual
and Clear/Lombard vowel spaces in Section 2.3, but with the data being the warped normal/casual sentences. That is,
the frequency warping is applied on the casual/normal speech and the resulting speech is analysed in the same way as
described in Section 2.3. Fig. 10 shows that both the casual and normal speech vowel spaces are successfully expanded.
The warped-casual and warped-normal vowel space areas (3.58 compared to 2.32 ×  105 Hz2 and 1.78 compared to
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Fig. 10. (Left) Lombard, normal and normal-warped vowel spaces, with respective areas: 1.78, 1.78 and 2.38 (×105 Hz2). (Right) Clear, casual and
casual-warped vowel spaces, with respective areas: 3.93, 2.32 and 3.58 (×105 Hz2).

2.38 ×  105 Hz2 respectively), also confirms this expansion emulating that observed in Clear speech. Moreover, the
structure of the vowel spaces are largely maintained for both corpora, ensuring that the perceptual distinctions between
vowels is respected, with only the distance or discriminability between them being increased. It should be noted that
the proposed frequency warping approach is a generalized approximation, rather than deterministic replication, of the
vowel space expansion observed in Clear speech. In this way, the vowel space expansion is achieved on both the casual
and normal speech, without explicit vowel or formant identification.

4.  Evaluations

The evaluations in this section serve several purposes. First, comparisons are made on the intelligibility of the
Lombard and Clear speech corpora for different SNR (high and low). Second, the intelligibility impact of the pro-
posed frequency warping for vowel space expansion is examined over unmodified normal and casual speech, in an
effort to consequently isolate any potential intelligibility gain associated with vowel space expansion. Finally, the all-
encompassing modification combining the Lombard-inspired SS with the Clear-speech inspired frequency warping,
in addition to the proven DRC, is evaluated in order to examine if the addition of frequency warping could further
enhance the intelligibility gain of SSDRC. Moreover, these modifications are carried out on the normal and casual
speech, thus attesting to their generalizability (i.e., indicating that they are not speaker or corpus dependent).

Before the evaluations, the following briefly described the modified speech synthesis. Considering the full combi-
nation of the SS and frequency warping filters, the modification for frame n, with amplitude spectrum En(f), is given
by

Ên(f  ) =  En(f  )Hp
n (f  )Hs

n(f  )Hr(f  )HW
n (f  ) (9)

That is, in the case of SSDRC with frequency warping, all of the filters in Eq. (9) are involved, while only the first three
or last are considered respectively with only SSDRC or only frequency warping. Thus, in modification, the appropriate
filters are applied to each speech frame, then synthesis using the original phases from analysis and overlap add (OLA)
with the same pitch asynchronous analysis time instants. As a last step, DRC is applied (when specified) to the modified
sentence. Finally, all modified sentences are rms-normalized to match the energy of the original, unmodified sentence.

4.1.  Objective  evaluations  with  the  speech  intelligibility  index

In order to objectively evaluate the intelligibility of the Lombard and Clear styles, the extended SII is examined
(Rhebergen et al., 2006), as in Godoy and Stylianou (2012) and Zorila et al. (2012). Histograms of the extSII values
for the different speaking styles for all speech frames (normalized to sum to one) are shown in Fig. 11 along with the
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Fig. 11. Histograms of extended SII with SSN added to yield 0 dB SNR. Lombard and normal, with modifications (left), Clear and casual, with
modifications (right). The curves from modified speech are shown with dashed lines.

Table 4
Average extSII for the distributions shown in Fig. 11. “Style” corresponds to Clear/Lombard speech accordingly.

Orig. Warp SSDRC Both Style

Casual .311 .316 .542 .547 .312
Normal .374 .383 .538 .543 .454

average SII of the distributions in Table 4. That is, the calculated extSII for each frame is accumulated into a histogram,
which is then normalized by the total number of frames. The extSII is calculated using speech shaped noise (SSN)
added in order to yield a 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

One key observation from Fig. 11 is that, while Lombard speech is objectively more intelligible than normal
speech, Clear speech is not shown here with the extSII to be more objectively intelligible than casual. Considering
the modifications, with spectral shaping mimicking the Lombard speech, SSDRC significantly increases the objective
intelligibility scores. On the other hand, the frequency warping for vowel space expansion does not demonstrate an
objective gain with the extSII (neither over unmodified speech, nor over SSDRC).

The above observations on the extSII highlight an important limitation in objectively evaluating intelligibility. It has
been well-established that Clear speech is indeed more intelligible than casual speech (Picheny et al., 1986; Krause
and Braida, 2004b; Hazan and Baker, 2010; Bradlow et al., 2003; Ferguson and Kewley-Port, 2002, 2007; Liu, 2006),
however, the extSII examined here is unable to capture this intelligibility gain. Following from the previous analyses, it
was observed that Clear speech incorporates more subtle spectral modifications (e.g., vowel space expansion) than the
Lombard speech, which boosts spectral energy to increase loudness and audibility of formants. Unfortunately, these
more subtle features of Clear speech are evidently not valorised in the objective intelligibility evaluation here with the
extSII. Consequently, listening tests are required to more thoroughly capture the intelligibility gains of the different
styles and modifications.

4.2.  Subjective  evaluations  via  listening  tests

In formal listening tests,1 20 native English-speakers heard Grid and LUCID sentences, with SSN added at two
levels to yield 0 (“high”) and −4 (“low”) dB SNR, respectively. The original normal, casual, Clear and Lombard
sentences were included in the test, as well as the normal and casual sentences modified using the frequency warping,
SSDRC and both. In should be mentioned that, perceptually, no significant artefacts resulted from the modifications.
However, voice quality was noticeably altered by both the frequency warping and SSDRC, on their own and together.

1 Thank you to Catherine Mayo and CSTR at the University of Edinburgh for their help administering the listening tests.
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Table 5
Overall percent of correct keyword identification for the evaluated conditions. “Style” corresponds to Clear/Lombard speech accordingly.

Orig. Warp SSDRC Both Style

Casual, 0 dB 50 42 86 82 79
Casual, −4 dB 15 14 61 49 46
Normal, 0 dB 62 50 81 71 67
Normal, −4 dB 33 31 59 47 50
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Fig. 12. Intelligibility test scores: Clear/Lombard, casual/normal.

For each listener, the test was split into two parts, involving the Grid and LUCID sentences, respectively. The order
of these parts was randomized. Additionally, the sentences within each part were randomly ordered and the test was
designed with the goal that speakers and conditions be equally represented (i.e., appear approximately the same number
of times across the tests). When taking the test, listeners were asked to type what they think they heard after hearing
each sentence once. Of the listeners, 6 were removed due to inconsistencies in their scores, using established conditions
(e.g., Clear and Lombard speech) as a reference. It should be noted that the variability among listeners was quite high.
Nonetheless, the average trends in intelligibility scores are shown in Table 5 and Figs. 12 and 13. In order to evaluate the
statistical significance of these results, ANOVA tests were performed. Specifically, the ANOVA null hypothesis (i.e.,
the average values of the intelligibility scores for every condition are equal) was rejected using the F-test (SNR−4dB:
F(4, 65) > 28.719, p < 0.05 SNR0dB: F(4, 65) > 25, 307, p  < 0.05). Then, pairwise comparisons of the averages were
performed using Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test, with a confidence interval of 95%, in order to derive
which of the groups differ significantly. The standardized difference between condition pairs is provided in Table 6.
The following discussion of the listening test results is split into two parts, first focusing on comparisons between the
Lombard and Clear corpora and then focusing on evaluating the intelligibility impact of the modifications.

Table 6
Results of significant difference analysis between conditions for the Grid (G) and LUCID (L) corpora. The standardized difference is given for the
pairing between: Unmodified-U, Style-I, Warped-W, SSDRC-S, Both-B. Significant differences are in bold.

U-W U-I W-I U-S W-S U-B W-B S-I B-I S-B

G, 0 1.77 .709 2.48 2.91 4.68 1.42 3.12 2.20 .709 1.49
G, −4 .228 2.03 2.26 3.02 3.24 1.65 1.88 .982 .384 1.37
L, 0 1.41 5.14 6.55 6.28 7.70 5.62 7.04 1.15 .488 .657
L, −4 .041 5.66 5.70 8.26 8.30 6.05 6.09 2.60 .394 2.21
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Fig. 13. Intelligibility test scores: Clear/Lombard, casual/normal, Warp, SSDRC, Both (SSDRC + Warp).

4.2.1.  Comparing  the  Lombard  and  Clear  speech  corpora
Fig. 12 shows the intelligibility scores (i.e., percent of keywords correctly identified) from the listeners for each

condition, at the two SNR levels. The first and last columns in Table 5 similarly indicate the percent of overall correct
keywords identified for these conditions. It should be noted that the all of the conditions shown in Fig. 12 were found
to be statistically significant, as shown in Table 6.

In examining Fig. 12 and Table 5, several trends are observed for the Lombard and Clear speech corpora. First,
comparing the Clear and casual speech scores, there is a +31% and +29% gain in intelligibility of Clear speech over
casual for low and high SNR, respectively. Thus, the intelligibility gain of Clear speech over casual is consistent across
both SNR. On the other hand, in comparing the gain of Lombard over normal speech, +17% and +5% are observed
for low and high SNR, respectively. Thus, the intelligibility advantage of Lombard speech over normal speech is
noticeably reduced for high SNR, e.g., situations in which the noise level is low. This observation is in line with related
work in Lecumberri (2012) suggesting that Lombard speech does not necessarily provide an intelligibility advantage
at high SNR. Overall, at low SNR, the Lombard speech was judged to be most intelligible of the original (unmodified)
speech, while at high SNR, it was the Clear speech. Considering the acoustic phenomena underlying these styles,
the intelligibility scores would thus suggest that increasing articulation (as observed in the expanded vowel space) is
always helping to make speech more intelligible, however, boosting audibility or loudness (as observed as increased
spectral energy in formant bands) is only advantageous when hearing the speech in noisy conditions.

Considering the “standard” conditions, the normal speech from Grid was judged to be more intelligible than the
casual speech from LUCID. One likely explanation for this intelligibility difference is the sentence structure used in
the corpora. Specifically, the Grid corpus has a constrained pattern and identifiable structure. Consequently, it is easier
to guess the keywords once some highly intelligible speech examples have been heard. For example, the structure of
the Grid sentences “Bin blue at G 6 again” and “Place red by Z six now” are more similar than the LUCID sentence
examples “Wasps and bees are part of summer” and “Jonathon gave his wife a bush.” Moreover, the British accents of
the speakers in the different corpora are different and this could also play a role in the intelligibility scores. Given these
observations, the results comparing the different corpora are accordingly tempered. Nonetheless, the results of the
subjective tests are consistent with observations made in related works, in particular concerning the intelligibility gains
of Lombard and Clear speech at low and high SNR. In the following subsection, however, the focus on the intelligibility
advantage of modified speech is on comparisons and relative gains within corpora and thus, wholly consistent in that
they are isolated from differences in corpus structure and speaker accents.

4.2.2. Evaluating  the  intelligibility  impact  of  speech  modifications
Fig. 13 and Table 5 show the intelligibility scores of all conditions evaluated in the listening tests and Table 6 provides

the statistical significance between the conditions. These results illustrate several trends, particularly indicating the
effectiveness of the different modifications. First, the frequency warping is not shown to increase intelligibility. That
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Table 7
MOS results evaluating the quality of the modified speech.

Unmodified Warp SSDRC Both

MOS 4.56 3.92 3.26 2.73

is, no gain is observed over unmodified speech, nor over SSDRC in the case of Both. However, the slight intelligibility
decrease observed in these comparisons is not statistically significant in general. Nonetheless, the frequency warping,
while shown to achieve vowel space expansion (emulating that observed in Clear speech), does not offer an intelligibility
advantage.

Overall, SSDRC was shown to consistently yield the highest scores, for both the Grid and LUCID corpora. For both
SNR, SSDRC outperformed Lombard and Clear speech (though in the latter case, the scores were comparable for high
SNR). This observation on SSDRC also follows from the extSII trends observed in Section 4.1, indicating that the
objective metric is effectively capturing the intelligibility gains resulting from increased loudness, as indicated explicitly
in (Godoy and Stylianou, 2012). Additionally, similarly to Lombard speech, the gain of SSDRC over unmodified speech
was larger for low SNR: +46% vs. +36% (casual) and +26%, +19% (normal). Consequently, the increased loudness is
more effective for speech intelligibility at low SNR.

In order to begin to understand the intelligibility difference observed between the modifications and, in particular,
why the proposed warping decreased the gain, listening tests to evaluate the quality  of the modified speech were
carried out. Using the casual speech as a baseline, 15 listeners were asked to rate the quality on a scale from 1-bad to 5-
excellent, of the original (unmodified) speech, along with randomized sample sentences of the Warp, SSDRC and Both
modifications. The MOS results are provided in Table 7. From Table 7, it is evident that the warping degrades quality
by over 0.5 points, both in the casual vs. warp and SSDRC vs. Both cases. This degradation in speech quality could
explain the observed reduction in intelligibility. However, Table 7 also indicates that SSDRC reduces the perceived
speech quality by 1.3 points, though the intelligibility gain is large. Though the intent of SSDRC is for use in noisy
conditions, evaluating the quality of the modified speech offers interesting insight and ultimately raises questions about
speech naturalness versus intelligibility, a debate that will continue in future works.

4.3.  Discussion

To summarize the main results of evaluations, when comparing Lombard and Clear speech, both styles are highly
intelligible, albeit due to different acoustic phenomena. In particular, this work highlights the spectral energy boosting
increasing loudness of Lombard speech and the vowel space expansion resulting from more deliberate articulation in
Clear speech. While Clear speech is highly intelligible at both low and high SNR, the Lombard gain is more significant
in the presence of higher noise levels.

When comparing the effectiveness of the modifications, the results indicate that augmenting loudness with SS and
DRC is highly effective at increasing intelligibility to levels even greater than Lombard and Clear speech, with a
slightly reduced gain at high SNR, much like SS’s Lombard fixed-filter inspiration. On the other hand, though the
frequency warping was shown to expand vowel space in Section 3.2.1, there was no gain in intelligibility (and even
a slight degradation overall). The Clear speech that served as the inspiration, however, yielded significant gains in
intelligibility.

The observations on the modifications and their respective inspired speaking styles highlight an important point.
Though the modifications examined in this work mimic acoustic phenomena observed in human speaking styles, they
are not “natural.” That is, they exploit certain simple signal processing techniques (e.g., a fixed filter and frequency
warping) and do not account for many of the complex features involved in human speech production. On the one
hand, the simple techniques offer advantages over human speaking styles, as is the case of SSDRC. On the other hand,
the modifications can also be overlooking important features that impact speech intelligibility, as is the case for the
frequency warping. That is, the analyses in this work established a link between the observed vowel space expansion
in Clear speech and gains in intelligibility. However, the manner in which vowel space expansion is achieved via
frequency warping is not effective at increasing intelligibility, suggesting that some important (currently elusive)
features are not appropriately addressed. In the end, the reasons for which the frequency warping did not yield notable
gains in intelligibility is the subject of future work.
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One potential explanation for the lack of effectiveness of the proposed frequency warping is that the analyses and
modification focus on overall average trends. It is possible that this overall average level is not appropriate. That is
to say, the level of analyses and especially modification might need to be more localized, to within vowel phonemes
or even instances, for example. Additionally, the dynamic role of features (e.g., formants) in time might be more
significant than the overall average values. These different levels of analyses and modifications are the subject of future
work and seem apt in seeking to further isolate the acoustic phenomena responsible for the intelligibility gain of the
speaking styles, especially for Clear speech.

5.  Conclusions

In the present work, acoustic analyses were conducted for Lombard and Clear speaking styles in order to isolate
and compare pertinent spectral phenomena that later inspire speech modifications to increase intelligibility. While
Lombard speech consistently exhibits spectral energy boosting in an inclusive formant region, effectively increasing
loudness, Clear speech consistently yields expanded vowel spaces, increasing vowel discrimination. Moreover, these
two acoustic phenomena are shown to be largely mutually exclusive, potentially due to environmental or physiological
constraints. Nonetheless, both phenomena are attributed with and shown to be linked to gains in intelligibility. Moving
beyond the apparent limitations observed in the human modifications, signal processing approaches were then proposed
that can simultaneously accomplish the highlighted acoustic feats of both styles. The fixed filter from SS captures
the Lombard spectral boosting, while a novel Clear speech-inspired method is presented that achieves vowel space
expansion via frequency warping. The effectiveness of these human-inspired modifications at increasing intelligibility
was then evaluated, both comparing the methods and the corresponding speaking styles. While SSDRC was again
proven effective, especially at low SNR, the proposed frequency warping did not increase intelligibility, even though
the vowel spaces were expanded. Nonetheless, evaluations of the Lombard and Clear styles along with their inspired
modifications provided useful insight into the effectiveness of the examined acoustic modifications and the levels of
their analysis and application.
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